Endeavour series

Seven series have been broadcast, with the eighth scheduled for An unknown menace stalks
Oxford, appearing at first to be just another deranged lunatic, killing at random. But Detective
Constable Endeavour Morse uncovers an underlying method to the madness; the elaborate
staging of the crimes suggests that the killer shares Endeavour's passion for opera. Series 7
took place in , with Russell Lewis writing the episodes. Series 8 is scheduled to be broadcast in
and will take place in From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list article. Radio Times.
Retrieved 17 August Archived from the original on 18 July Retrieved Inspector Morse by Colin
Dexter. Morse's Greatest Mystery Inspector Morse episodes Lewis episodes Endeavour
characters episodes. Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short description is
different from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to
edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Colm
McCarthy. The murder of a year-old schoolgirl and the apparent suicide of her boyfriend lead an
investigation by the Oxford City Police to the discovery of sex parties where under-age girls are
procured for politicians, businessmen, Oxford dons, and policemen, which in particular make
the sifting of evidence very difficult. Endeavour's superior, Detective Inspector Fred Thursday,
recognising the young constable is a detective he can trust, takes him under his wing and is
determined to break the case and, with Morse's help, bring it to a successful conclusion.
Edward Bazalgette. The sudden death of a secretarial student Margaret Bell and the shooting of
a doctor appear unconnected despite Morse's theories. Chief Superintendent Bright, the new
commanding officer of the Oxford City Police, unimpressed with Morse's zeal, protests to
Thursday that the bagman's position is a Detective Sergeant's job and the young constable is
too inexperienced. Following the shooting of a vicar, Morse is reduced to general duties for
dismissing a beautiful, but mentally unstable girl as a suspect and must continue his
investigations alone despite warnings of possible dismissal from his superiors. Tom Vaughan.
While Oxford city police scramble to find the next potential victim, it seems that Endeavour has
finally met his intellectual match. As the body count increases, letters containing cryptic clues,
goading the police for their failures, are sent to the Oxford Mail. Only a detective of Endeavour's
intellect can break them. Craig Viveiros. But when an unpopular worker is found murdered in a
secluded area of the shop floor, Endeavour must pursue the truth -- and then justice -- from the
sidelinesâ€¦and in the intoxicating presence of Alice Vexin, an old acquaintance from his days
at Oxford. December Morse, still on general duties and studying for his forthcoming sergeant's
exam, investigates an apparent hit-and-run accident that has claimed the life of an Oxford don.
The victim had been at odds with his peers over the sale of a piece of college-owned land to a
development company in conjunction with the town council. The case is complicated by the
appearance in Oxford of an East London gangster named Vic Kasper, an enemy from DI
Thursday's past, which reignites a personal feud as Thursday thinks Kasper is somehow
involved with the case. In the meantime, Morse makes a trip back home to Lincolnshire to visit
his dying father. Church, Morse investigates a suspicious suicide during an Oxford parade, a
missing girl from Oxfordshire, and the theft of historical artefacts from a college. A beauty
pageant and local by-election draw Morse into disagreement with Inspector Thursday and
Superintendent Bright when he believes they are connected to the crimes, despite the evidence.
A missing notebook and a Masonic lodge hamper the investigation. Giuseppe Capotondi. In
July at the Museum of Natural History, almost empty, save for some schoolgirls, Adrian Weiss,
a specialist in heraldry and genealogy, is murdered. The similar murder of a year-old girl at her
boarding school leads Morse to delve into a year-old murder mystery involving a wealthy family
with connections to India and an inheritance. The girls staying for the summer, as they cannot
reach home for the vacation, play pranks based on the book about the murdered family years
earlier, but do not own up until afterwards. The fifth generation descendant of the owner of the
large family home, now the school for girls, thinks he might finally inherit with a change in laws
for a bastard child. He murders those in his way, worked out by Morse by reading Weiss's
detailed files. A masonic ring connected to the case goes missing. Andy Wilson. In the period
before Remembrance Sunday in November , a housewife found strangled with a silk stocking in
her own home becomes the third such death in Oxford in a month. All the women are married,
alone and their wedding rings missing. Tracing the stockings to the sole supplier, Burridges
Department Store, a number of suspects surface, and for Inspector Thursday, a face from the
past he thought long dead leading to complications in his family life and with Morse. In
December , a boy with a brutal father is reported missing from his home. The body of a
journalist is found on a railway line and within days an escaped convict, with only a month of
his sentence remaining, is found dead. The two men have connections with Blenheim Vale, a
disused correctional facility for boys in Kidlington , soon to be redeveloped as a new police
headquarters in a reorganisation of the local forces to form the Thames Valley Police.
Thursday's and Morse's investigation leads to a property developer and corruption in high

places including missing police evidence in Morse's last three investigations. Morse is in jail
and Thursday lies shot as the episode closes. Sandra Goldbacher. March Morse is disillusioned
after spending time in prison following his last case, and even though he is exonerated,
ponders his future with the police. Having relocated to an isolated lake front cottage, Morse is
befriended by an unhappy millionaire and his friends. At a funfair on Cowley Green a young girl,
Jeannie Hearne, is spirited away into the night, seemingly without explanation. When her body
is found the next morning, Inspector Thursday investigates and discovers that Morse's new
friends are involved. When Morse's millionaire friend is killed, but then appears the next day,
Morse realises his future is as a detective and the solution lies at the funfair where Hearne went
missing. April The death of an artist in a horrendous house fire leaves Oxford City Police baffled
as to the cause of the blaze. Tainted food sold at a local supermarket, Richardson's, and the
blackmail of the wealthy owners who refuse to pay culminates in the kidnap of their daughter
with a ransom demand from the dead artist. Morse strives to connect these elements to solve
the deaths and kidnapping. Early June The missing persons case of Danish au pair Ingrid Hjort
proves far from routine, pulling Endeavour into the duelling worlds of Oxford scientific
academia, the city's vast parks, as well as an urban legend said to haunt the untamed
wilderness of the Oxfordshire countryside. Oliver Blackburn. Mid June Gangland loyalties are
tested when criminals vie to replace their dead boss Harry Rose. Police loyalties are tested
when Fred Thursday is suspended for hitting an informant. Bank staff loyalties are tested where
Joan Thursday works when armed robbers trap them along with Morse, who is there
investigating a killing and payroll robbery. As hostages are taken, he and Joan try to conceal
their identities. Morse realises he is part of someone else's plan to conceal another crime. July
The body of a scientist, who disappeared over a month previously, is found floating in a local
river. The initial suspected cause of death is accidental drowning, but Morse is unconvinced.
When a second victim is found drowned at the local swimming baths, Morse begins to
recognise a pattern. He connects the victims to a university science group who are undertaking
work on one of the first working computer systems. The death of a third victim sways Morse to
convince a skeptical Thursday to use the computer technology to identify a possible list of
suspects, connected in particular to the second victim. The discovery of another body at a
farmhouse owned by one of the possible suspects leads Morse right into the path of the killer.
Meanwhile, Morse is shocked by the news that his sergeant's exam papers have gone astray.
Worse to the fact, after confronting Bright, he discovers that his paper was the only one to have
mysteriously disappeared. Michael Lennox. Labourer Barry Finch is found dead in the garage of
a local public house, and initial reports suggest the cause of death is strangulation. Meanwhile,
Morse is asked to act as bodyguard to busybody Joy Pettybon, a moral crusader who since
coming to Oxford to appear on a nightly television show, 'The Almanac', has received threats to
her life. Her fellow guests on the show, pop group The Wildwood, whose record Pettybon has
tried to have banned from the airwaves, are prime suspects for sending the threats - and when
one of Pettybon's closest allies, Reverend Golightly, is poisoned shortly after her appearance
on the show, suspicions on the tearaway group begin to grow. When one of the group's
founding members disappears during a writing session, Morse and Thursday are thrust out into
the dark cold Oxford night to try and find him. When he finally reappears, they discover he too
has been given a concoction of mysterious poison. When further tests are carried out on Barry
Finch's corpse, traces of the poison are once again discovered, and Morse finds himself on the
trail of a possible triple murderer. Morse is called to deal with the death of an elderly Oxford
resident, Mrs Zacharides, who appears to have died of natural causes. Meanwhile, the star
witness in the case against the Matthews gang, Terence Bakewell, is admitted to hospital from
remand, and Morse is assigned to act as bodyguard. While on the ward, he meets a regular
patient, Mr. Talbot, who tells him that Bed 10 has become infamous for unexplained deaths.
Back at the station, Thursday finds Bright collapsed in his office, having seemingly suffered
from a perforated ulcer. Back on the ward, Morse catches an armed intruder who is trying to get
to Bakewell, and gives pursuit. Following the breach of security, Bakewell is moved to the
uninhabited Bed The next morning, as the ward staff arrive on shift, they discover that Bakewell,
who appeared to have been in recovery, has died. As Morse starts trawling back through the
victims of Bed 10, he discovers that Mr. Zacharides was. Suspecting that the two cases are
linked, Morse tries to unravel the clues to identify the killer. Back from surgery, Bright is told
that he is to be moved into the uninhabited Bed September The discovery of a body on an
archaeological dig sends Morse to the village of Bramford, where botanist Matthew Laxman
disappeared five years earlier and where pagan customs are practised for the forthcoming
Autumn equinox. All the locals, including reclusive clairvoyant Dowsabelle Chattox, deny
seeing Laxman until Selina Berger, whose brother is a doctor, recalls seeing the missing man's
car in the vicinity of the nuclear power plant nearby. While its director Elliot Blake assures

Morse that it poses no danger, it is not a welcome presence in the village, the proposed site of a
new reservoir. Morse believes the locals are lying when Laxman's jacket is found on a
scarecrow and Dowsabelle and others admit that he came to Bramford and to the power station.
As the celebrations begin Morse and Thursday rush to the station to prevent an aggrieved
avenger destroying the whole area before unmasking Laxman's killer. Next day lecturer Robin
Grey is also murdered and the link is prostitute and artists' model Eve Thorne, who was seen
with both men. When the egg is stolen, suspicion falls on another of Eve's clients, latest victim
Simon Lake. Morse, now a detective sergeant, discovers that Lake and Grey belonged to an elite
club and were involved in a scam regarding the egg. In establishing whether the murders were
linked to the club or the egg Morse must cope with a lazy new constable and the reappearance
of Joan Thursday. May Ex-policeman and museum attendant Ronald Beavis is murdered after
watching a re-run of 'The Pharaoh's Curse' at the Roxy cinema. Of its staff only organist Leslie
Garnier can recall him having a secret conversation. Morse takes Carol, daughter of Fred
Thursday's flash brother Charlie, to a glossy remake of the film, witnessing museum curator,
Egyptian Dr Shoutry, protest that it cheapens his culture and carries a curse. Shortly afterwards
Leslie is poisoned and the film's star, Emil Valdemar is given a sinister token, stolen from the
museum. Morse believes Valdemar to have been the intended victim and rushes to save him in a
cinema now in flames to prevent its sale. At the same time racist attacks on properties owned
by a local racketeer would appear to have links with the Roxy and its employees. Shaun Evans
plays a dual role as Morse and the explorer on the cinema screen. Jim Field Smith. June Morse
suspects a connection between a woman's disappearance and the unsolved murder of a
teenager ten years earlier. The discovery of another body and some unusual crime-scene
details, however, suggest another possibility. Thursday investigates a lorry hijack which he
believes could be the work of a local gangster and Fancy takes on an informant in the case.
Robert Quinn. Oxford seethes as a protest at a hair salon exposes rising racial tensions in the
city. Meanwhile, Thursday's son discovers a murder at his Army base, and Morse must uncover
long-held secrets within the regiment to solve the case. Morse investigates the assassination of
a competitor at an international It's a Knockout event and a spectator, a small boy, is hit by a
stray bullet. Special Branch quickly take over the case but Morse delves deeper and is drawn
into a web of espionage, big business and dark secrecy. Thursday faces a dilemma as he tries
to protect a woman from her violent husband in his local newsagency. Gordon Anderson. Morse
investigates the disappearance of a teacher from a public school and begins to question whom
he can trust when a body is discovered. Thursday grapples with the imminent closure of Cowley
Station as he tries to connect Eddie Nero to a series of unsolved murders and he assigns Fancy
to track down the man who may be the key to cracking the case. Early July Morse finds himself
policing a lonely country patch and back in uniform, but when he discovers the dead body of a
missing schoolgirl, it opens the quiet backwater to the roar of Castle Gate CID, now staffed by
Thursday and an old adversary. With the former's hands tied, Morse resolves to prove an
accused teenager's innocence, and to uncover the truth behind the young girl's death. Late July
As the highly-anticipated Apollo 11 moon landing draws near, Morse finds himself investigating
the death of a promising young astrophysicist and his girlfriend. On first inspection, their
deaths seem to be a result of a tragic car accident, but various clues point to foul play, and
Morse enlists the help of an injured Thursday to uncover the truth. Mid-September The murder
of a chocolate factory owner during a local hunt leads Morse to the sleepy village of Chigton
Green. When he learns of a vicious campaign of gossip and rumour, it seems likely that two
murders are connected. One of the targets, a beautiful, single mother, captures Morse's
attention, giving him food for thought about the future. Jamie Donoughue. Mid-October When a
librarian is gruesomely murdered at the Bodleian , Morse and Thursday have little to go on
besides a set of muddy boot prints. With the two main suspects having their own motives for
killing the librarian, Morse digs deeper into their backgrounds, tracking a trail of corruption and
conspiracy that appears to connect to their seemingly innocent college bequest, finally cracking
a case that has haunted the Cowley boys for so long. January Morse, on holiday in Venice,
strikes up a sexual relationship with Violetta Talenti. During Morse's two-week absence,
Thursday investigates the murder of Molly Andrews on a towpath and suspects her boyfriend,
Carl Sturgis, but he has an alibi. Come April, Morse is asked by Chief Superintendent Bright to
take a second look at the case, and he is led to scientists researching "latent brain activity" ESP
using volunteers, one of whom was Andrews. Soon, one of the researchers, Dr. Benford, is
found dead; Benford had a highly gifted volunteer, Jenny Tate, who saw the murder in her mind.
Morse is pickpocketed for his wallet in the street and an old Oxford classmate, Ludo, comes to
his aid; Ludo later turns out to be Violetta's husband. A man is killed on the same towpath as
Molly Andrews. Thursday, unwilling to close the case after a suspect confessed to Benford's
murder but was also charged with Andrews's murder, patrols the towpath at night. An Indian

takeaway driver is lured to his death at a flat of a TV cooking-show personality, Oberon Prince,
who has gone missing. Racial tensions in Oxford rise during the run-up to the general election
when an Anglo-Indian youth is fatally stabbed by a young supporter of far-right candidate
Martin Gorman, whose daughter lives in the same block of flats as Prince. Morse discovers
Prince was a gambler in card games run by Gorman and had recently won a lot of money. Ludo
Talenti tells Morse his wife is away and invites Morse to his home but Violetta is there. She later
secretly meets Morse to rekindle their affair but he rebuffs her. Violetta undeterred arrives at
Morse's home and he succumbs to her advances. Another woman is found murdered on the
towpath suffering from bite marks, and Thursday arrests Carl Sturgis despite the lack of
evidence. When yet another woman, Petra Cornwell, a student at the all-female college Lady
Matilda, is found dead on the towpath. Morse and Thursday have a public fall out in front of
pathologist Max DeBryn and Strange, making his working as Thursday's 'bagman' untenable.
Morse returns to Jenny Tate, the gifted ESP student, who is haunted by her childhood past and
blamed for a fire that killed her family. Ludo seeks Morse's advice concerning his belief that his
wife is seeing another man and arranges a meeting of all three at a restaurant. The teachers and
students of Lady Matilda lay a trap to catch the towpath killer. A fatal accident at Lady Matilda's
is added by Morse to a number of fatal accidents brought to his attention by presswoman
Dorothea Frazil. Chief Superintendent Bright's wife is fatally electrocuted in a freak accident and
Morse's claim that an insurance fraud of buying up life policies viaticals and then killing off the
insured is behind the accidents is dismissed by Thursday and Bright. Strange assists Morse
with his theory and both end up at the house occupied by Carl Sturgis, where they discover that
Jenny Tate is being held prisoner. Following his insurance theory, Morse heads back to Venice
and the opera house where he first met Violetta Talenti exactly a year ago to discover he was a
puppet in a plan of her husband. The life insurance scheme would not be permitted under
British law in It was not until the mid s that viatical settlements were permitted in the United
Kingdom. Endeavour is a British television detective drama series. It is a prequel to the
long-running Inspector Morse and, like that series, is set primarily in Oxford. After a pilot
episode in , the first series was broadcast in , and five more series have followed, with the
exception of The fifth series with six episodes was set in , [1] and the sixth series picked up
eight months later, set in In August , ITV announced that the series has been recommissioned
for an eighth series. Set in the s and s in Oxford, England , the series centres on the early career
of Endeavour Morse Shaun Evans after he has left Lonsdale College of Oxford University late in
his third year without taking a degree, spent a short time in the Royal Corps of Signals as a
cipher clerk, and then joined the Carshall-Newtown Police. In the pilot episode, having been
transferred to CID after only two years as a uniformed police constable, the young DC Morse
soon becomes disillusioned with law enforcement and begins writing a resignation letter.
Before he can resign, Morse is sent with other detectives from the Carshall-Newtown Police to
the Oxford City Police's Cowley Police Station to assist in investigating the case of a missing
fifteen-year-old schoolgirl. Having studied at Oxford gives Morse advantages and
disadvantages when dealing with Oxford's "town and gown" divide. During the pilot episode, he
tenders his resignation but his superior, veteran Detective Inspector Fred Thursday Roger
Allam , who had been in the Inspector Morse episode "Death is Now My Neighbour" 15 years
earlier , the "guv" at the Oxford City Police's CID, sees in him an unblemished detective whom
he can trust and takes him under his wing to be his new " bag man " assistant , replacing a
corrupt detective sergeant. Series 1 begins with Morse transferring to the Oxford City Police in
following a double-murder investigation that took place during the pilot episode. Morse is taken
under the wing of Inspector Thursday. Thursday names Morse his designated "bag man" and
shows him the ropes as Morse begins to solve a string of complex multiple-murders, much to
the envy and annoyance of some of his superiors, particularly Detective Sergeant Jakes and
Chief Superintendent Bright. Morse displays his obvious genius in solving intricate murders,
including several with opera connections. Thursday and fellow-Constable Strange try to steer
the young Morse into taking his sergeant's exam, so that he may be relieved of "general duties"
and become Thursday's official "bag man". In the last episode of the series, Morse is shot while
attempting to apprehend a murderer and is placed on light duties. At the same time, he comes
to terms with the December death of his cold, unfeeling father. Series 2 begins in with Morse
returning to active duty at Cowley police station, after spending several months on light duty at
Oxfordshire County Police 's Witney station, under the direction of DI Bart Church. As a delayed
result of being shot, Morse begins to suffer from stress, and paranoia and increases his alcohol
consumption. Despite making several mistakes in the investigation, Morse solves the case,
impressing his superiors. During the investigation he suffers concussion after being struck
over the head and is cared for by his nurse neighbour, Monica Hicks, in whom he takes an
interest. During the course of several cases, pieces of circumstantial evidence go missing, and

a murder suspect threatens Morse by claiming association with powerful men who will not take
kindly to interference. In the final episode, the looming merger of city and county police and
misgivings about corruption lead Thursday to consider retirement, in response to strong hints
from Ch Supt Bright about age and health. Disheartened by this, Morse speculates to Monica
about leaving the police and going abroad with her. Assistant Chief Constable Clive Deare asks
Thursday and Morse to investigate corruption within the police and council covertly. Morse is
sent to a rendezvous where he is ambushed by corrupt officers and Thursday is lured to
Blenheim Vale, a derelict former wayward boys home, where there was rampant sexual and
physical abuse of which Jakes was a victim. Morse escapes the ambush and goes to support
Thursday, who is shot by Deare, a participant in the abuse at Blenheim Vale. Deare is about to
kill Morse when he is shot dead by a girl who had also been abused at Blenheim Vale, who then
kills herself. Bright and Strange arrive with backup and an ambulance. As Thursday is being
loaded into an ambulance, Morse is arrested by officers from another force for the murder of
Standish. Series 3 begins in spring Morse is cleared of the murder of Chief Constable Standish
and the records in the case of Blenheim Vale are sealed for 50 years. DI Thursday is discharged
from hospital, but the bullet could not be removed and has resulted in recurring coughs. Monica
has come to realise that she and Morse have gone their separate ways. Strange is promoted to
sergeant and Morse considers his future after his time on remand but, with Thursday's
encouragement, Morse returns to active duty investigating a murder following a disappearance
at a funfair on Cowley Green. After solving a faked kidnapping and tainted fruit being sold at a
local supermarket, DS Jakes survives a time-bomb, retires from the force and leaves Oxford.
Strange takes Jakes's place as detective sergeant but assures Morse that they are still friends
even though he is now his superior. Thursday shows frequent signs of outbursts against
suspects unwilling to co-operate during the investigations, and even uses violence as a way of
extracting information. Although Morse is unsure about becoming a sergeant, Thursday
assures him he is more fitted to be an inspector. In the final episode, Morse finally sits his
sergeant's exam and completes his paper well within the time allowed. An armed robbery takes
place at a bank where Joan Thursday works and the armed robbers are trapped along with
Morse during an investigation into a killing and payroll robbery. After the robbers are arrested,
Joan, emotionally affected by the ordeal, leaves Oxford despite encouragement from Morse to
stay. Realising that Joan has gone, Thursday encounters Morse outside his house and figures
that he saw Joan leave. Series 4 covers summer to autumn Joan Thursday is still away and
Morse learns that his sergeant's exam paper went "missing", which meant automatic failure.
Bright finds out that Morse's exam paper was the only one missing and suggests to him that
some of his enemies might be sabotaging his career. After solving another complex murder
case, Morse refuses to be affected by failing his sergeant's exam and stays in Oxford. He
locates Joan in Leamington Spa , in a relationship with a married man. She declines Morse's
offer to return to Oxford, and he agrees not to tell her father where she is. In the final episode,
Morse gets a job offer in London and considers leaving Oxford. DI Thursday discovers Morse's
note of Joan's address. He also pays her a visit and confronts her lover. When she is hit and
kicked out by her boyfriend, Joan visits Morse. He asks her to marry him, which she refuses,
and he lends her some money as she does not want to return home. Later, Morse gets a phone
call to tell him that Joan is in hospital. He finds out from a doctor that she has fallen and has
had a miscarriage. After averting disaster at a nuclear power plant, Thursday is promoted to the
rank of chief inspector and Morse is promoted to detective sergeant. They are both awarded the
George Medal for their actions. Between April and November , various investigations continue
during the creation of Thames Valley Constabulary from the city and county police forces. The
future of Cowley police station is in question, along with those of some of the key members of
the team there. Joan is back in town and occasionally bumps into Morse around Oxford. DCI
Thursday's plans for retirement hang in the balance. The final episode, with the gang rivalry
looming all over town, includes the death of DC George Fancy who gets hit by bullets that do
not match any of those of the crossfire between gangs that occurred where he was found and
the departure of WPC Shirley Trewlove to Scotland Yard, while the rest come to terms with the
death and the closure of the Cowley Station. The series concludes with Morse asking Joan
Thursday if her offer to go for coffee was still open after he had said no to having coffee with
her earlier in the series. In the last scene, they look at one another before Joan responds. Series
six starts in July , eight months after the end of series five, with Morse sporting a moustache for
the first time. Bright, now assigned to Traffic Division, appears in a road safety film and
becomes known to locals as the "Pelican Man". Thursday secretly does not like them either but
reminds Morse to mind how he goes. It is revealed that Joan declined Morse's offer for coffee
and stated any relationship with him could never work. However, they are thrown together
during a missing person case. Thursday, Morse and Bright eventually discover that Box and

Jago are involved in police corruption. After Box takes Thursday to meet some of Box's
powerful and corrupt superiors, Thursday punches Box for his part in the corruption. DeBryn is
kidnapped and held hostage at a factory site, where Morse, Thursday, Strange and Bright
confront the corrupt officers. Jago admits that he murdered George Fancy with Box's gun.
During the confrontation, Box having switched sides and Jago shoot each other. It starred
Shaun Evans as the eponymous police detective in his early career. ITV commissioned a first
series of four new episodes, filmed during summer , [6] and broadcast them from 14 April to 5
May It was announced on 5 June that, due to the success of series 1, including consistently
high ratings, ITV had commissioned a second series of four episodes. Before that third series of
Endeavour was screened on ITV, Evans told the Oxford Mail , "It's not like we have a six-year
contract, there's none of that. It's day by day, year by year. I think this one is really good. We'll
know when it airs if there's an audience for it and if we feel there's another place to take these
characters. In February , ITV announced that a fourth series of Endeavour had been
commissioned, which Roger Allam confirmed to the Oxford Mail , [11] with filming to begin in
late spring There are 3 episodes. The eighth series of the critically acclaimed detective drama
has been commissioned by ITV for , will have three episodes and is scheduled to air later this
year. A region 2 DVD of the pilot at 89 minutes long was released on 9 January , but, as
reviewers on Amazon. Noting that the series received upwards of 6. Critics have been generally
favourable, [23] though even positive reviews have commented that the show's murder-mystery
plots are occasionally unsatisfying convoluted puzzles [24] or come to a "rushed, melodramatic
and fairly preposterous conclusion. A number of references to the Inspector Morse series were
included in the TV film of Endeavour , serving to introduce younger versions of characters who
appeared in the original series or to place iconic series or character elements into the film. For
example, early in the episode, Morse states that he abstains from alcohol. After he faints at the
mortuary , Fred Thursday encourages him to drink a glass of real ale, after which Morse is
shown drinking several pints before the episode's close. In the closing moments, as Thursday
asks Morse where he sees himself in 20 years, Endeavour looks in the rear view mirror and the
eyes of John Thaw are shown in the reflection. At the same time, the original series music
begins and plays through the credits. In addition to the eyes-in-the-mirror scene, Endeavour
includes another recognition of John Thaw. His daughter, Abigail , appears as the editor of the
Oxford Mail , whom Morse questions. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. British television
series. Shaun Evans Roger Allam. Barrington Pheloung Matthew Slater. Main article: List of
Endeavour episodes. Main article: List of Endeavour characters. Radio Times. Retrieved 8
February Retrieved 29 September Popsugar, Inc. Retrieved 30 July Retrieved 17 August
Retrieved 30 March TV Wise. Retrieved 7 April Retrieved 15 July Oxford Mail. Retrieved 14
December Retrieved 14 November Retrieved 25 November BBC News. Retrieved 31 May
Archived from the original on 30 January Who is in the cast? What will happen? Retrieved 26
January ITV Studios. Retrieved 3 January Retrieved 23 January The Guardian. Los Angeles
Times. Archived from the original on 30 June Endeavour' on PBS". Louis Post-Dispatch. The
New York Times. All Allam. In Endeavour he starts out being entirely abstinent, but he develops
a taste after being given a pint by Inspector Thursday. It is implied that the reason for his
sobriety is his disinclination to turn out like his father. Later he claims he 'thinks better' over a
pint. The Telegraph. Den of Geek. The Arts Desk. Inspector Morse by Colin Dexter. Morse's
Greatest Mystery Inspector Morse episodes Lewis episodes Endeavour characters episodes.
Categories : s British drama television series s British drama television series British television
series debuts s British crime drama television series s British crime drama television series
British detective television series Prequel television series Films set in Inspector Morse ITV
television dramas English-language television shows Television series by ITV Studios
Television shows set in Oxford Television series set in the s Television series set in the s.
Hidden categories: Articles with short description Short description matches Wikidata Use dmy
dates from August Use British English from August Pages using infobox television with
unknown empty parameters All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced
statements from May Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Shaun Evans as Endeavour Morse.
Characters created by Colin Dexter. Oxford , England. Inspector Morse. Jim Strange. Jack
Bannon. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Endeavour TV series. Set in the s, the show
follows Endeavour Morse in his early years as a police constable. For an enhanced browsing
experience, get the IMDb app on your smartphone or tablet. Get the IMDb app. Frazil is a type of
ice; when combined with the character's first initial the name could be read as De-ice, which in
turn could be interpreted as to "thaw. If watching all the nominees for the 78th Golden Globes is
overwhelming, we've highlighted the actors starring in multiple movies and shows being

recognized in Watch the video. See the full gallery. Sign In. Get a sneak peek of the new version
of this page. Added to Watchlist. Critic Reviews. Roger Allam. James Bradshaw. Sean Rigby.
Anton Lesser. Chief Superintendent Reginald Bright. Caroline O'Neill. Abigail Thaw. Sara
Vickers. Dakota Blue Richards. WPC Shirley Trewlove. Facebook Twitter E-mail. Awards 4
nominations. Top Rated TV Love this drama. Like the whole idea of a young Morse. Endeavour
certainly has his detractors which have the scope to needle him because he is so junior. I
suppose this is why he is so grumpy when he is older - getting his own back as it were. So
plenty here to allow viewers to hark back to the original drama but also a huge amount of good
coming from the new actors. From the use of typewriters to seeing lots of letters. A lack of overt
violence, sex and swearing plus excellent story lines. What more can we ask? It's quite possible
to marry the indelible Sixties period to that charming music. Anton Lesser as chief
superintendent Bright is a prig. Did You Know? Contribute to this page Edit page. Add Episode.
British Detective Shows. British Police Detectives. Best TV Episodes of TV Prequels. More To
Explore Search on Amazon. Get all the details that we have so far Find out here. In short, yes!
The show will be returning for a new season, and Shaun Evans will continue to star as
Endeavour Morse. He concluded: "So the fact that it has been pushed until next year only gives
us more time to perfect [it], which can only be a good thing. But yes, in short, there
willâ€”fingers crossed, God willing, all being wellâ€”be a season eight. The head of ITV
programme publicity, Janice Troup, confirmed that they planned to film in Oxford once again in
, and suggested that the show will be released by the end of the year. The show will hopefully
air in late She told: Oxford Mail: "We are filming another series this year and as previously we
will be filming in Oxford. If all goes according to plan with filming, it is anticipated that the
series will air later this year. Get the details. He said: "I'll do it for as long as they want me to,
but I do know how it ends. Thursday will of course be returning for season eight. Shaun also
spoke about the show's eventual ending, and admitted he was "very close" to feeling like it was
time for the show to come to an end. Why would I not want to be earning this money? Why
would I not want to be hanging out with these people who I love? But you have to be strict. Like
this story? Sign up to our newsletter to get other stories like this delivered straight to your
inbox. The best spring sneakers for him and her from Lacoste to elevate your style. We use our
own and third-party cookies to improve our services and show you related advertising with your
preferences by analyzing your browsing habits and generating the corresponding profiles. If
you go on surfing, we will consider you accepting its use. You can change the configuration or
get more information here. I Accept. Close Sections Celebrities Celebrity babies Celebrity
couples. Fashion News Celebrity style Royal style Hello! Makeup Skincare Hair. Empowerment
Good News U. Edition Horoscopes. McDonald and Dodds: everything we know about series
two. No, Thanks Yes, I want. The murder of an Oxford librarian and a local tragedy test
Endeavour and the team to their limits, as they uncover the truth behind the crime that has
haunted them all. When a petty criminal absconds from an open prison, it sets off a chain
reaction of troubling events, threatening to expose unspeakable horrors of the past. As
Endeavour Morse takes his sergeant's exam, a garment factory owner is shot dead outside a
bank during a wage snatch. We've highlighted the actors starring in multiple movies and shows
nominated for Golden Globes in Watch the video. Visit our Black History Month section. Search
for " Endeavour " on Amazon. Series 1 follows the early police career of young Endeavour
Morse, who upon leaving his Oxford College without a degree, spending time in the Royal
Signal Corps. Originally starting out his career at Carshall-Newtown Police, Morse transfers to
the Oxford City Police in following a murder investigation during the pilot episode. Inspector
Thursday names Morse his designated "bag man" and shows him the ropes as Morse begins to
solve a string of complex murders, much to the envy and annoyance of some of his superiors,
particularly Detective Sergeant Jakes and Chief Superintendent Bright. Thursday and Morse's
fellow officer, Police Constable Strange, try to steer the young Endeavour into taking his
Sergeant's exam, so that he may be relieved of "General Duties" Written by harrycallahan Love
this drama. Like the whole idea of a young Morse. Endeavour certainly has his detractors which
have the scope to needle him because he is so junior. I suppose this is why he is so grumpy
when he is older - getting his own back as it were. So plenty here to allow viewers to hark back
to the original drama but also a huge amount of good coming from the new actors. From the use
of typewriters to seeing lots of letters. A lack of overt violence, sex and swearing plus excellent
story lines. What more can we ask? It's quite possible to marry the indelible Sixties period to
that charming music. Anton Lesser as chief superintendent Bright is a prig. Sign In. Get a sneak
peek of the new version of this page. Keep track of everything you watch; tell your friends. Full
Cast and Crew. Release Dates. Official Sites. Company Credits. Technical Specs. Episode List.
Plot Summary. Plot Keywords. Parents Guide. External Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings.
External Reviews. Metacritic Reviews. Photo Gallery. Trailers and Videos. Crazy Credits.

Alternate Versions. Rate This. Episode Guide. Set in the s, the show follows Endeavour Morse in
his early years as a police constable. Watch on Prime Video included with Prime. Added to
Watchlist. Top-Rated Episodes S6. Error: please try again. Celebrate Black History Month.
August TV and Streaming Calendar. TV Series-Ongoing. Related Items. Share this Rating Title:
Endeavour â€” 8. Use the HTML below. You must be a registered user to use the IMDb rating
plugin. Episodes Seasons. Top Rated TV 4 nominations. Edit Cast Series cast summary: Shaun
Evans Max DeBryn 30 episo
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des, Sean Rigby Win Thursday 26 episodes, Abigail Thaw Dorothea Frazil 22 episodes, Sara
Vickers Joan Thursday 20 episodes, Dakota Blue Richards Edit Storyline Series 1 follows the
early police career of young Endeavour Morse, who upon leaving his Oxford College without a
degree, spending time in the Royal Signal Corps. Taglines: "A crusade in search of justice,
risking everything for the truth Edit Did You Know? Frazil is a type of ice; when combined with
the character's first initial the name could be read as De-ice, which in turn could be interpreted
as to "thaw. Was this review helpful to you? Yes No Report this. Frequently Asked Questions Q:
Looking for the title of the choral piece that opens this episode. Edit Details Country: UK.
Language: English. Runtime: 89 min. Sound Mix: Stereo. Color: Color. Edit page. Add episode.
Clear your history. Max DeBryn 30 episodes, Win Thursday 26 episodes, Dorothea Frazil 22
episodes, Joan Thursday 20 episodes, WPC Shirley Trewlove 13 episodes,

